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Introduction 

Since January 1988 a software package called UE is under development at CWI in 
Amsterdam. Its purpose is to enable mathematicians and physicists to obtain on-line 
information as well as to interactively perform computations of a Lie group theoretic 
nature. Our primary goal in realising the present version ha.; been to cover the math
ematical content of the books by Bremner, Moody & Patera [5], McKay & Patera [14] 
and Tits [20]. The mathematical programs were written by Arjeh Cohen, Ron Som
rneling and Bart de Smit, the interpreter was written by Bert Lisser and the package 
was tested by Bert Ruitenburg. 

The three chapters of the present paper are intended to give an impression of what 
LiE is about, how it can be used, and what mathematical ideas have been used in the 
program. In the first chapter an overview is given of the mathematical theories that 
LiE is based upon. There are several points of view, which all result in the more or less 
combinatorial context of root systems. The way this is done is briefly described for Lie 
algebras, Lie groups and algebraic groups. The second chapter contains an introduction 
to the use of the package. The main routines that can be called in UE are explained 
in terms of the terminology of the first chapter. Finally, a more detailed description 
is given in the third chapter of some of the key algorithms used in the program. In 
particular it is shown how Weyl group orbits of weights can be enumerated. 

The package was written in C with the help of "lex" and "yacc", so it should run 
in any UNIX-like environment. At CWI it runs on a VAX 11/780 (BSD UNIX 4.3), a 
SUN 4 (SunOS 4.0) and an IBM RT (AIX). For more details see the UE manual [13], 
or contact the Computer Algebra Group, c/o Mrs W. van Eijk, CWI, P.O. Box 4079, 
1009 AB Amsterdam. 
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Chapter 1. Lie algebras, Lie groups and algebraic groups 

This chapter contains a brief treatment of the mathematical theory of Lie algebras, Lie 
groups and algebraic groups. In particular a. resume of representation theory for each of 
the three cases is given. We first consider root systems, as they form an indispensable 
tool for studying each of these three topics and doing explicit calculations. Root systems 
are relatively easy to grasp finite combinatorial structures that can be represented 
entirely in a computer, in contrast with Lie algebras, Lie groups and algebraic groups. 

1.1. Root systems 

In this section a brief outline is given of the theory of root systems, Dynkin diagrams 
and weights. Ma.in references: Humphreys (10], Serre (18] and Bourbaki [3]. 

1.1.1 Definition of root systems. A euclidean space E is a finite dimensional real 
vector space with a non-degenerate positive definite symmetric bilinear form(·,·). For 
non-zero a E E the reflection u er in the hyperplane perpendicular to a is given by 

<7 er : /3 -. /3 - (/3, a)a, 

where (/3,a) = 2(/3,a)/(a,a). A root system <Pin Eis a finite subset of E\{O}, that 
spans E as a vector space over R, and that satisfies 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

Va E <P: 
Va E ~: 
Va,/3 E ~: 

Ran~ = { a, -a} 
<7er[<P] = <P 
(/3, a) E Z 

The elements of a root system are called roots and the dimension of the spanned 
euclidean space is the rank of the root system. 

We say that two root systems ~ and <P' in euclidean spaces E and E' are isomorphic 
if there is an isomorphism of vector spaces q, : E~E' such that <b(<P] C <P' and 
(¢,(a), rp( /3)) = (a, /3) for all a, /3 E <P. Up to isomorphi.sm there is only one root 
system, called Al of rank 1, and it has two roots. These are all root systems of rank 
2: 

t 

AlAl A2 B2 G2 
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The vVeyl group W of a. root system ~ is the subgroup of GL(E) generated by all 
<7a with a E ~- It is easy to prove that the elements of W a.re automorphisms of~, 
and orthogonal automorphisms (isometries) of E. We may also consider W to be a 
subgroup of the permutation group of ~, a.s ~ spans E. Obviously, isomorphic root 
systems have isomorphic Weyl groups. 

1.1.2 Dynkin diagrams. A subset ~of~ is called a base of a root system ~ in a 
euclidean space E if it is a base of E as a vector space over R and each root /3 E ~ can 
be written a.s /3 = ~oE~ k0 a with integral coefficients k0 all positive or all negative. 
The roots that can be written with positive coefficients a.re the positive roots (with 
respect to~). Furthermore, one can prove that every root system has a base, which is 
unique up to transformation by an element of the Weyl group. 

Having chosen a base ~ of ~ , we construct the so-called Dynkin diagram of ~ 
as follows. It is easily shown that for a, /3 E ~ we have ( a, /3} = (/3, a) = 0, or 
-1 E {(a,/3),(/3,a)} C {-1,-2,-3}. The Dynkin diagram is a directed graph with 
~a.sits set of vertices and for each pair distinct a,/3 E ~ it has max{l(a,/3}1, 1(.8,a)I} 
edges between a and /3. In this number is greater then 1, then we direct the edges from 
a to /3 if (a, /3) < -1 and from J3 to a if (/3, a) < -1. Note that the Dynkin diagrams 
of all bases of a. root system ~ a.re isomorphic graphs, so that we may speak of the 
Dynkin diagram of~- A root system is determined uniquely (up to isomorphism) by 
its Dynkin diagram. 

1.1.3 Classification of root systems. A root system is said to be irreducible if 
its Dynkin diagram is connected. Any root system can be decomposed as the union 
of a. number of orthogonal subsets, each of which is an irreducible root system in the 
euclidean subspace it spans. Its Dynkin diagram then is the disjoint union of the 
diagrams of its irreducible components. The classification theorem of root systems 
gives a. complete list of all possible Dynkin diagrams of irreducible root systems. See 
Humphreys (10], Winter (24] or Serre (18] for a proof. ·we have the classical root 
systems: 

A,. (n2:l ) 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 

B,. ( n 2: 2) 0 0 ... 0 : ( ~ 

c,. ( n 2: 3) 0 0 ... 0 : ) ) 

D,. (n2:4) 0 0 ••• 

Finally, there are five exceptional root systems , E6 , Er, E8 , F.1 and G 2: 
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1.1.4 The weight lattice. The Z-span R of a root system <Pin a euclidean space Eis 
called the root lattice. The lattice A in E consisting of all ,\ E E for which (..\, a} E Z 
for all a E 6 is called the weight lattice of <P. It follows from condition (3) in the 
definition of root systems that RC A. Weights are elements of A. 

Let ~ = { o 1 , ... , Or} be a base of <P, then 01, ... , Or is also a basis of Rover Z. 
Now let .\1 , ... ,\r EA be defined by (..\i,oj} = Dij, then .\1 , ... Ar EA is a. basis of A, 
called the basis of fundamental weights of A (with respect to u). The partial order 
~ on A is define<l as follows: we have ,\ ~ µ if and only if µ - ,\ is a. sum of positive 
roots. A weight ,\ E A is said to be dominant if for every a E u we have (..\, a} > 0 
or, equivalently, if ,\ = L ai,\i with ai E Z>o• For every weight ,\ E A there e."Cists 
an element <7 E W such that <7( ,\) is dominant. It is easy to see that this dominant 
representative of the W-orbit of ,\ is unique, because it is the largest element of this 
orbit with respect to the ordering ~-

1.2. Lie algebras 

In this section a. summary is given of the theory of semisimple Lie algebras over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Furthermore, it is shown how a. repre
sentation is given by weights. Ma.in references: Humphreys (10], Serre (18] and \Vinter 
(24]. 

1.2.1 Lie algebras and modules. Let F be a. field. A Lie algebra over Fis a. vector 
space L over F with a bilinear operation [·, ·] : L x L - L satisfying 

Vx-,y EL: 
Vx,y,z EL: 

[x, y] = -[y, x] 
[x, [y, =lJ + [y, [z, x]l + [z, [x, y]] = 0 

(anti - commutativity) 
(Jacobi - identity). 

An important example is the Lie algebra g[(V) of an F-vector space V: it is just the 
vector space of endomorphisms of V with [x, y] = x o y - yo x. A homomorphism 
of Lie algebras over F is a homomorphism of F-vector spaces preserving the bracket 
operation; a subaltsebra of a Lie algebra is a subspace which is closed under [·, •]; an 
ideal I of a Lie algebra L is a subspace with [I, L] C I. The centre Z(L) of a Lie
algebra Lis defined to be {x EL: Vy EL: [x. y] = O}. The centre of g[(V) is just the 
subspace of scalar matrices. 
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Let L be a Lie algebra over a field F. An £-module is a vector space V over F with 
a bilinear map L x V-+ V, denoted as (x, v)-+ x·v, such that [x, y] ·v = x·y·v-y•x·v 
for all x, y E L and v E V. This condition just means that the induced F-vector space 
homomorphism L-+ g[(V) is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. This homomorphism is 
then called the representation of Lon V. In particular, Lis an £-module and this gives 
rise to the adjoint representation ad: L-+ g[(L), which is defined by ad(x)(y) = [x, y]. 
Note that the kernel of the adjoint representation of Lis the centre Z(L). 

A subspace W of an £-module Vis said to be a submodule of V if x · w E W for 
all w E W. Note that a submodule of Lis just an ideal of L. We say that Vis a simple 
or irreducible module if it has precisely two submodules ( {O} and V), so in particular 
{O} is not simple. A module Vis said to be semisimple or completely reducible if it is 
the direct sum of simple modules, or equivalently if for every submodule W of V there 
is a submodule iv' of V with iv ffi W' = V (see Winter [24], Chapter 11). We say that 
L is simple if L f. Z(L) and Lis simple as a. module over itself. 

1.2.2 Semisimple and reductive Lie algebras. A semisimple Lie algebra is a 
finite-dimensional Lie algebra all of whose finite-dimensional modules are ~isimple. 
A theorem of Weyl gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a. Lie algebra to 
be semisimple. A Lie algebra L is solvable if Li = 0 for some i, where £ 0 = L 
and L" = [L"-1 , L"-1] for n E Z>o• It is easily seen that every Lie algebra L has a 
unique maximal solvable ideal, which is called the radical Rad( L) of L. Weyl's theorem 
reads: let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and let L be a. finite 
dimensional Lie algebra over F; then Lis semisimple if Rad(£)= {O}. Assume that F 
is algebraically closed and that charF = 0. Using Weyl's theorem, one can prove that a 
finite dimensional Lie algebra Lover Fis a semisimple module over itself if and only if 
Rad(£)= Z(L). Such Lie algebras are said to be reductive. Again by Weyl's theorem 
it is easy to see that for every reductive Lie algebra L we have L = Z(L) ffi [L,L] with 
[L, L] semisimple. From this one can deduce that the converse of Weyl's theorem holds. 

1.2.3 The root system of a semisimple Lie algebra. Let F be an algebraically 
closed field with charF = 0 and let L be a semisimple Lie algebra over F. As Z(L) = 
{ 0} the adjoint representation ad : L-+ g C( L) is injective. A sub algebra of L is said 
to be toral if its image in g[(L) consists of diagonalizable endomorphisms of L. Let 
T be a maximal toral subalgebra of L. One can show that [T, T] = {O} and that the 
image of T under any finite dimensional representation L -+ g[(V) consists solely of 
diagonalizable elements. This implies that the vector space V can be decomposed as a 
direct sum of subspaces as follows: 

VA= {v EV: Vt ET: t · v = ,\(t)v}, 

where we have written T* for the dual Homp(T, F) of T. The weights of V (with 
respect to T) are defined to be those ,\ E T* for which V:~ =I= { 0}. The space VA is 
called the weight space in V of weight ,\. The set of roots <P of L ( with respect to T) 
is defined as the set of non-zero weights of the adjoint representation. 
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See Humphreys (10] for a proof that the Killing form (x, y) 1-+ Tr(ad(x)ad(y)) on 
L induces a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on T. This gives rise to a non
degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( •, •) on T•. At this point one proves that 'P C r• 
satisfies all three conditions of the definition of root systems. It is then easy to deduce 
that the vector space Eq over Q spanned by 'P has the same dimension as T over F, 
and that we have a non-degenerate symmetric positive definite bilinear form on Eq. It 
turns out that 'P is a root system in the euclidean space R ®q Eq, and that the weights 
of a representation are contained in the weight lattice of 'P. 

1.2.4 Classification of reductive Lie algebras. The above construction of a. root 
system out of a. semisimple Lie algebra and the weight system of a. representation 
depends on the choice of the torus T, but it can be shown that T is unique up to 
a so-called inner automorphism of the Lie algebra L. See Winter (24] or Humphreys 
[10] for a. Lie algebra theoretic proof, and Humphreys (11] for a. proof using algebraic 
geometry. A Lie algebra isomorphism <7 : L_-::_.L, induces an isomorphism between 
the root system of L with respect to T and the root system of L' with respect to 
<7(T], and conversely, semisimple Lie algebras over F with isomorphic root systems 
are isomorphic as Lie algebras. Finally, a straightforward construction of Serre shows 
that every isomorphism class of root systems can be obtained in this way ( see the 
appendix of Serre (18]). Thus the semisimple Lie algebras over F are classified as in 
the previous section. The simple Lie algebras correspond to irreducible root systems, 
and every semisimple algebra is a product of simple algebras. For example, the Lie 
algebra. s((n,F) = {x E g((n,F): Tr(x) = 0} has a. root system of type An-I• The 
classification can be extended to comprise all reductive Lie algebras over F: they are 
of the form H ffi L, with L a. semisimple Lie algebra, and H a. Lie algebra. with [·, ·] 
identically zero. Denoting the isomorphism class of such an algebra Hof dimension n 
by T n, we see that the Lie algebra. g (( n, F) ~ F ffi 5 C( n, F) is of type T 1 An-1. 

1.2.5 Representations of semisimple Lie algebras. Again, we work over an 
algebraically closed field F of characteristic zero. Let L be a semisimple Lie-algebra 
and V a. finite dimensional irreducible £-module. Fix a. maximal toral subalgebra T 
of L, and denote the root system of L with respect to T by 'P. Let ~ be a base of 'P, 
then the set of weights of V is partially ordered by -<. It can be shown that there is a 
unique maximal weight ,\ of V, and that this w~ight is dominant. Conversely, there is 
a unique irreducible £-module V(,\) with highest weight ,\ with respect to T for each 
dominant weight >. in the weight lattice of 'P. As every finite dimensional £-module is 
semisimple, this classifies the finite dimensional modules over L in terms of the root 
system of L: every finite dimensional module V is given as V = a,V(,\)m(.~) where 
the sum ranges over all dominant weights >., and the m(>.) are non-negative integers, 
almost all equal to zero, and uniquely determined by V. 

To conclude this section, we look at the weight system of the irreducible module 
V ( ,\) with highest weight ,\_ All weights of V are of the form ,\ - Lae~ kia with 
ki E Z~o- Furthermore, the set of weights II(,\) of V(>.) is permuted by the vVeyl group 
W of <P. The dimension m(µ, ,\) = dimFV(,\) "' of the weight space of V(,\) of weightµ 
is called the multiplicity ofµ in V(,\ ). Two weights µ, µ' E II( ,\) in the same W-orbit 
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have the same multiplicity, so for the calculation of multiplicities one can restrict to 
the case whereµ is dominant. We have m(µ, ,\) = 0 ifµ i ,\ and m(,\, ,\) = 1. Other 
multiplicities can be calculated by Freudenthal's recursion formula: 

00 

((,\ + 8, ,\ + 8) - (µ + 8,µ + 8))m(µ, ,\) = 2 LL m(µ + ia, ,\)(µ + ia, a), 
a>-0 i=O 

where 8 = ½ La>-O a, and the summations over "a >- O" are taken over all positive 
roots a . Note that the infinite summation is actually a. finite summation since we 
ha.ve m(µ + ia, ,\) = 0 for i sufficiently large. The inner product used in this formula. 
can be changed by a. scalar without affecting the outcome, so it may be chosen in any 
convenient way. The dimension of an irreducible module of highest weight weight ,\ 
can be calculated by Weyl's formula: 

di V( ,\) = II (,\ + 8, a) 
mF (8 a) . 

a>-0 ' 

1.3. Lie groups 

The concept of a. Lie group combines the algebraic notion of groups with the analytic 
notion of manifolds. Lie groups occur widely in geometry, analysis and physics. As in 
the previous section it is shown how the classification and representation theory relates 
to the theory of root systems and weights. For instance, we show how the simply 
connected compact real Lie groups correspond bijectively (up to isomorphism) to root 
systems. Main references: Warner (22], Brocker&Dieck (6] and Varad.arajan (21]. 

1.3.1 Lie groups. A Lie group is an analytic manifold G with a. group structure such 
that the multiplication map G x G - G and the inverse map G - G sending g E G to 
g-1 are analytic. Here the word analytic means either real-analytic or complex-analytic 
(holomorphic), and we speak of real and complex Lie groups accordingly. The identity 
element of a Lie group G is denoted by e. A homomorphism G - G' of Lie groups 
( either b_oth real or both complex) is a group homomorphism which is analytic as a. 
map between manifolds. Important examples of Lie groups are the n-dimensional torus 
Tn = Rn/zn and the groups GL(n,R) and GL(n,C). 

The question whether every locally euclidean topological group satisfying the sec
ond countability axiom has a. structure of a. real Lie group is known as Hilbert 's Fifth 
Problem. It turns out that these groups have a. unique real analytic structure, and that 
a. continuous homomorphism of such groups is a. homomorphism of Lie groups with re
spect to this analytic structure. (In particular, a. continuous group homomorphism of 
Lie groups is always analytic.) See Montgommery & Zippin [15] for more information. 

The connected component G0 of e in a. Lie group G is easily seen to be a.n open 
a.nd closed normal subgroup of finite index in G. For example. G = G L( n , R) has 
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two connected components for any n E Z>o and G0 is the subgroup of all invertible 
matrices of positive determinant. 

1.3.2 The Lie algebra of a Lie group. Recall that the tangent space Tp~\1 of 
an m-dimensional ( real or complex) analytic mar.if old M at a point p E M is the 
m-dimensional ( real or complex) vector space. The derivative of an analytic map 
f : 1.vf - N at a point p E lvf is a homomorphism dpJ : TP}J - Tf(p)N of vector 
spaces. Recall that tangent spaces Tplvf at points p of a Af can be pasted in order 
to obtain the tangent bundle TJ.'J of M, which is a vector bundle of dimension n over 
kl, and an analytic map f : M - N has a analytic derivative df : TM - TN. The 
tangent bundle of a Lie group G is always trivial (in a canonical way): left translation 
by an element x E G is an invertible analytic map l: : G - G given by g ,_ xg, so 
we have an isomorphism deli: : TeG..:::._.T: for each x E G, which gives an isomorphism 
G x TeG...::::...Tc of vector bundles over G defined by (x, v) ,_ del:r:(v). Thus a. tangent 
vector v at e extends uniquely to a. global vector field X of G that is left invariant in 
the sense that for all x, y E G we have X(xy) = d,l:(X(y)). The space of left invariant 
vector fields on G can therefore be identified with TeG, and we call this vector space 
the Lie algebra C,G of G. A global vector field on M is a. derivation of the algebra of 
analytic functions on }.;f, and defining the Lie-bracket operation [X, Y] = X o Y -Yo X 
for global vector fields X and Y, the vector space C,G is equipped with the structure 
of a Lie algebra in the sense of the preceding section. 

A homomorphism f : G - H of Lie groups gives a homomorphism df : C,G - CH 
of Lie algebras, namely the derivative in e. Conversely, if G and H are connected Lie 
groups and q, : C,G - C,H a homomorphism of Lie algebras, then there exists at most 
one Lie group homomorphism f : G - H with df = q,. Furthermore such an J exists 
if G is simply connected, that is, if G has a trivial fundamental group. For a. proof 
see Varadarajan [21], theorem 2.7.5. It can be shown that the universal cover of a 
Lie group (in both the real and the complex case) has a canonical structure of a. Lie 
group, so every connected Lie group is the quotient of a simply connected Lie group 
by a discrete normal subgroup. In fact this holds for a. much wider range of topological 
groups: see e.g. Pontryagin [17]. 

For v E C,G it follows from the preceding paragraph that there is a unique Lie 
group homomorphism av : R - G, with dav( ;: ) = v, where 0°: E C,R is the unit 
global vector field on R. We can now define the exponential map exp : C,G - G by 
u - av (l ). The exponential map is analytic and it is functorial in the sense that 
for a morphism of Lie groups J : G - H with derivative def: C,G - C,H we have 
exp ode/= Jo exp. If G = GL(V) with Va finite dimensional complex or real vector 
space then C,G = g[(V) and the exponential map for G is given by the usual power 

· I ~oo l 1i senes ."1. - L..i=O -;r·"1. . 

1.3.3 Modules over a Lie group. A ( complex) module over a Lie group G is a 
complex vector space V with an analytic C-linear group action G x V - V (note 
that V has a canonical analytic structure). Again we have the notions of submodule, 
simple module and semisimple module . .-\. complex representation of a Lie group G on 
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a complex vector space Vis a homomorphism G - GL(V) of Lie groups. As with Lie 
algebras a representation of G on V is the same thing as a G-module structure on V. 

For instance, if G is a complex Lie group then the adjoint representation Ad : 
G - G L( .C.G) is defined by sending an element x E G to the derivative in e of the 
conjugation map G - G given by y >-+ xyx- 1• A straight-forward computation shows 
that the derivative dAd: C.G - .C.GL(.C.G) = g[(.C.G) is just the adjoint representation 
ad of .C.G. In general the derivative of a representation G - GL(V) is a Lie algebra 
representation .C.G - g[(V). If G is a real Lie group, we obtain a map G - GL(.C.G) 
in the same way, but as we insist on modules being complex vector spaces, the adjoint 
representation for G is defined to be the composite homomorphism of real Lie groups 
G - GL(.C.G) - GL(.C.G ®• C). 

1.3.4 The compact torus. Denote the multiplicative group of non-zero complex 
numbers by c·' and let T 1 be the subgroup of c· consisting of those X E c· with 
!xi = 1. The representation theory for the n-dimensional torus T" = (T1 

)", is partic
ularly easy: every irreducible ( complex) module is one-dimensional- Consequently, an 
irreducible representation of T" is just a character T" - c•, so it is always of the form 
(x1, . . . , Xn) >-+ fI7=i xf; for some a1, ... , an E Z. It follows that the character group 
X(T) = Hom(T, C•) of a real Lie group T which is isomorphic to the torus T" is a free 
abelian group of rank n. Every finite dimensional T-module V can be decomposed as 
a direct sum of submodules: 

v,\ = { V E V : Vt E T : t . V = ..\( t )v}' 

and Vis determined up to a T-module isomorphism by specifying dime VA (the multi
plicity of ..\ in V) for all ..\ E X(T). The global weights of V ( with respect to T) are 
defined to be those ..\ E X ( T) for which V.\ =fa { 0}. The space VA is called the weight 
space in V of weight ..\. 

Denote the kernel of the exponential map exp : .C.T - T by I, and put .C.T• = 
Homa(.C.T, R). The lattice of integral forms on .C.T is defined to be the group 

Ao = {..\ E .C.T* : ..\(I) CZ}. 

There is a natural bijection between X (T) and Ao defined by associating to every 
0 E X (T) the integral form a E Ao such that 0( exp x) = e2"';o(r). The associated 
integral form of a global weight of a representation of T is called a real weight of the 
representation. 

1.3.5 Compact real Lie groups. In the representation theory of compact real Lie 
groups can be dealt with using a geometrical and analytical approach. The main 
instrument needed is integration on manifolds. For instance it is easy to prove that 
every finite dimensional representation V of a compact real Lie group is semisimple, 
by constructing a G-invariant Hermitian form on V , so that every G-submodule has a 
G-invariant orthoplement. 
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Let G be a connected compact real Lie group. A toral subgroup of G is a Lie 
subgroup of G that is isomorphic to yn for some n and a maximal torus T of G is a 
toral subgroup properly included in no other. The Weyl group of a maximal torus T 
is the group W = Na(T)/T, where Na(T) = {x E G: xTx- 1 = T}. The vVeyl group 
is finite and it acts faithfully on C.T. It can be shown that the maximal torus of G is 
unique up to conjugation, and that every element of G lies in some maximal torus. In 
particular all maximal tori have canonically isomorphic Weyl groups, and all maximal 
tori contain the center of G. 

A representation of G on a complex vector space V induces by restriction a. rep
resentation of the maximal torus T, and thus it gives rise to a set of real weights in 
C.T*. After constructing a W-invariant inner product on C.T*, it turns out that the 
non-zero real weights (with respect to T) of the adjoint representation of G form a 
root system <p in the euclidean space E generated in C.T*. Furthermore, W is just the 
Weyl group of <p (Brocker [6], Theorem V(3.12) ). The root lattice r is the lattice 
in :\0 spanned by the roots and its rank is said to be the semisimple rank of G. The 
orthogonal projection in E of the lattice of integral forms Ao lies in the weight lattice 
lattice A of <p_ 

1.3.6 Classification of compact real Lie groups. As all maximal tori in a compact 
real Lie group G are conjugate, the root system <p is determined by G. As the kernel 
of the adjoint representation of G is Z( G), the semisimple rank of G is equal to the 
dimension of T if Z( G) is discrete, or equivalently if G has no abelian connected 
subgroup other than { e }. In this case we say that G is semisimple. If G is semisimple, 
the fundamental group of G is isomorphic to A/ Ao, and its centre Z( G) is isomorphic 
to A0 /f. In particular, the lattice of integral forms is just the lattice of abstract weights 
if G is simply connected and semisimple. Conversely, given a root system <p with root 
lattice r and weight lattice A, and given an intermediary group Ao of r CA, there is 
a unique compact real semisimple Lie group with root system <p, and Ao as the lattice 
of integral forms. 

For the general case one can show that every real compact Lie group G is the 
homomorphic image with finite central kernel of S x G where S = Z(G) 0 (a. torus), 
and G is the universal cover of the commutator subgroup G' of G (which is semisimple). 
So in this case G is uniquely determined by the root system of G, and S ~ Tn-r if T 
has dimension n, and r is the semisimple rank of G. 

1.3. 7 Representations of compact real Lie groups. Irreducible representations 
of G have a unique weight whose orthogonal projection in Eis dominant (with respect 
to a fixed maximal torus T and a basis of the root system), called the highest weight of 
the representation, and conversely every integral form of C.T with this property occurs 
as the highest weight of an irreducible G-module. The weights of a representation are 
permuted by W and multiplicities are preserved. One can now derive Freudenthal's 
multiplicity formula and \.Veyl's dimension formula in an analytic manner. 

1.3.8 Reductive groups. Let Ge be a complex Lie group and ; : G -+ Ge a ho
momorphism of real Lie groups. We say that I is a complexi.Bcation of G if for every 
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complex Lie group Hand every homomorphism of real Lie groups l: G - H there is 
a unique homomorphism of complex Lie groups le : Ge - H such that le o 1 = l ( the 
functor "-c'' is the left adjoint of the forget functor from complex to real Lie groups). 

A complex Lie group G is said to be reductive if G is connected, G has a faith
ful representation and every finite dimensional representation of G is semisimple. See 
Hochshild (9] for a proof that the reductive complex Lie groups are just the complexifica
tions of compact real Lie groups. Thus the classification theory and the representation 
theory can be dealt with as in the compact rea.: case. In fact the complex reductive 
groups are algebraic groups in the sense of the next section, so one can also use a purely 
algebraic approach without any reference to the analytic structure. 

Finally one can also treat the complex Lie groups using the theory of Lie algebras 
over C: we say that G is semisimple if .C.G is, and define the root system of G to be 
the root system of .C.G. See Varadarajan [21] for this approach. 

1.4. Linear algebraic groups. 

We give a short summary of the structure theory of reductive algebraic groups. The 
techniques from algebraic geometry that are needed also give useful results on Lie 
algebras. The theory of algebraic groups gives more results in the prime characteristic 
case, and more detailed information is obtained in the zero characteristic case than with 
pure Lie algebra. theory. The classification and representation theory again uses root 
systems and weights. Main references: Humpreys [11], Springer [19] and Waterhouse 
(23} 

1.4.1 Definitions. A linear algebraic group ( or affine group scheme) over an alge
braically closed field K is an affine algebraic variety G over K with a group structure 
such that the mappings (x, y) >-+ xy and x ._ x- 1 are morphisms of affine varieties 
G x G - G and G - G. As we will work over algebraically closed fields K only, we will 
identify an algebraic variety over K with its set of K-valued points (with Zariski topol
ogy and a. sheaf of regular functions). The affine algebra K[G] of G is the K-algebra 
consisting of the global regular functions on G. The multiplication map G x G - G 
induces a. map K[ G] - K[ GJ ® K K[ G] called comultiplication, making K[ G] into a so
called Hopf-algebra over K, and conversely every Hopf-algebra over K that is reduced 
·and of finite type over K can be obtained in this way. 

A homomorphism of algebraic groups is a morphism of varieties preserving the 
group structures. The kernel and image of a homomorphism G - G' of algebraic 
groups are closed algebraic subgroups of G and G' respectively. An algebraic group 
G is said to be connected if it is irreducible as a variety. The irreducible component 
G0 of the identity element in G is a normal subgroup of finite index in G, and the 
connected components of G (in the Zariski topology on G) coincide with the irreducible 
components: they are the cosets of G0

• 

1.4.2 Examples. The additive group G" = K and the multiplicative group Gm = K• 
are clearly algebraic groups. The n-dimensional torus T" is defined to be G::i , and the 
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n-dimensional vector group An is defined to be G:. The general linear group GL(V) 
of a finite dimensional vector space V over K is the multiplicative algebraic group 
consisting of all K-linear automorphisms of V, and the special linear group SL(V) 
of Vis the group {x E GL(V): detx = 1}. We write GL(n,K) and SL(n,K) for 
GL(Kn) and SL(Kn). 

1.4.3 The Lie algebra of an algebraic group. As is the case with Lie groups, the 
Lie algebra of an algebraic group G can be obtained as the tangent space in 1 E G, 
or as the space of left invariant derivations of the algebra of global functions. The 
first point of view implies that the Lie algebra is of the same dimension as G, and the 
second provides a Lie-bracket operation. First note that G acts on K[G] by letting 
(xf)(y) = J(x- 1 y), for x, y E G and f E K[G]. Now define the Lie algebra C..G as the 
set of derivations 5 : K[G] - K[G] satisfying x5(f) = 8(xf) for all f E K[G], with 
the operation [ch, 82] = d1 o 52 - 82 o 81 . For example, for G =Ga.the only derivations 
of K[G] = K[XJ (the polynomial ring in one variable) invariant under all translations 
are of the form afx with a E K, and for G = Gm we have K[G] = K[X,X-1

], and 

C..G = {a..Yfx: a EK}. 
Recall that the ring O 1: of regular local functions at a point x of a variety is a local 

ring with maximal ideal m2: = {f E 01:: f(x) = O} and residue class field 01:/m1: = K. 
As the germ 81: of a. derivation 8 E C..G in the ring 0 1 of local functions at 1 E G 
is completely determined by its action on m1 , and 51 ( mi) = 0, we obtain a. K-linear 
map from C..G to the tangent space (mifmft at 1 E G, which can be proved to be 
an isomorphism. We know from algebraic geometry that this tangent space has the 
same dimension as G because all local rings are isomorphic via translations, and the 
dimensions must agree on an open dense subset of G. 

For every homomorphism f : G - G' of algebraic groups the derivative at 1 E G 
gives a map df : C..G - C..G' which is a. homomorphism. of Lie algebras. For example, 
the Lie algebra of G L( n, K) is g (( n, K), and the derivative of the map G L( n, K) -
GL( l , K) = K• defined by x - det x has derivative Tr: g(( n, K) - g[(l, K) = K. 

1.4.4 Modules and representations. An action of an algebraic group Gover Kon 
a variety V is a morphism of varieties G x V - V which is a group action of G on 
V. If H is a. closed subgroup of G the quotient space G / H consisting of the left cosets 
of H in G can be given the structure of a. variety in a. natural way. In particular we 
obtain an action of G on G / H , and if H is a. normal subgroup, then G / H becomes an 
algebraic group. 

Every finite dimensional vector space V over K has a natural structure of a variety 
over _· · . namely that of a vector group. A G-module structure on V is an action of 
G on I': that is K-linear, which is equivalent to giving a representation of G on V , 
i.e. a homomorphism of algebraic groups G - G L(V). Again we have the notions of 
submodules, irreducible modules, semisimple modules, etc. ( cf 1.2.1). 

For x E G the derivative of the conjugation map G - G defined by y ,_ x- 1yx 
is an automorphism of C..G , so we obtain a homomorphism Ad: G - GL(C..G), which 
is readily seen to be algebraic. This is the adjoint representation of G. The derivative 
of any representation G - G L( V) of G on a finite dimensional vector space V is a. 
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representation C.G - g[(V) of Lie algebras (see 1.2.1). An easy computation shows 
that ad: C.G - g[(C.G) is the derivative of the adjoint representation of G. 

1.4.5 Jordan decomposition. An endomorphism a is of a. vector space V over K 
is said to be semisimple if it is diagonalizable. We say that a is nilpotent if a" = 0 
for some n, a.nd unipotent if a - idv is nilpotent. In a.n algebraic group G every 
element x E G can be decomposed uniquely as :r = :rs:ru for commuting :rs E G a.nd 
Xu E G such that for every representation G - GL(V) the element Xs maps to a 
semisimple endomorphism, a.nd Xu to a unipotent endomorphism. This is called the 
Jordan-decomposition in G. It is preserved under homomorphisms of algebraic groups. 
For example we have x = :rs in Gm and x = x11 in Ga. 

The Jordan decomposition is used in structure theory of algebraic groups. For 
instance, the subset Gu of al unipotent elements in a. connected algebraic group G is a. 
closed normal subgroup if G is solvable, a.nd the subset Gs consisting of all semisimple 
elements of G is a closed subgroup if G is nilpotent ( that is if G has a chain of normal 
subgroups with abelia.n factors). If G is nilpotent (so in particular if G is abelian), 
then G = Gu X Gs. 

1-4.6 The root system. The representation theory for then-dimensional torus T" is 
easy: a representation T' - GL(V) must map T" to a commuting set of diagonalizable 
automorphisms of V, so the image of T" can be simultaneously diagonalized_ It follows 
that the T"-module V decomposes as a direct sum of one-dimensional submodules, a.nd 
that an irreducible representation of T" is just a homomorphism T' - Gm, so it is 
always of the form (x1, ... , Xn) i-+ rr::1 x:• for some a1, ... , an E z_ More abstractly, 
a representation V of a. torus T decomposes as 

VA = { v E V : 'rit E T : t · v = ,\( t )v}, 

where X(T) is the group Hom(T, Gm)• The ,\ E X(T) for which VA i= {O} a.re the 
weights of the representation, a.nd dimK VA is the multiplicity of,\ in V. 

Let G be a.n algebraic group. A toral subgroup of G is a closed subgroup of G 
that is isomorphic to Tr for some r a.nd a. maximal torus T of G is a toral subgroup 
properly included in no other. The Weyl group of a maximal torus T is the group 
W = Na(T)/Cc(T), where 

Nc(T) = {x E G: xTx- 1 = T}, Ca(T) = {x E G: \ft ET xtx- 1 = t}-

It can be shown that the maximal torus of G is unique up to conjugation, a.nd that 
every semisimple element of G lies in some maximal torus. In particular all maximal 
tori have canonically isomorphic Weyl groups. 

A representation of G on a vector space V induces by restriction a representation 
of the maximal torus T, and thus it gives rise to a. set of weights in the weight lattice 
X(T) . The roots of G (with respect to T) are defined to be the non-zero weights of the 
adjoint representation. The root lattice ~\r is the lattice spanned by the roots and its 
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rank is said to be the semisimple rank of G. We make the real vector space R ®z X(T) 
into a euclidean space by constructing a W-invariant inner product, and this way the 
roots become a root system in E = R ®z Ar and the orthogonal projection of the weight 
lattice X(T) in E lies in the lattice A of abstract weights. The action of the the Weyl 
group of Ton X(T) gives rise to a canonical isomorphism between the \Veyl group of 
T and the \Veyl group of the root system of T. 

1.4.1 Classification of reductive groups. We define the radical R( G) of an alge
braic group G to be the ma.'Cimal solvable normal connected subgroup of G, and we say 
that G is semisimple if R( G) = {1 }. If G is solvable as a group, then Gu = { Xu : x E G} 
is a closed subgroup, so the uni potent radical Ru ( G) = R( G)u is a closed subgroup of 
G. A reductive group is an linear algebraic group G with Ru ( G) = { 1}. 

It is not hard to show that the root system ( and the weight lattice) of an algebraic 
group G and of G / Ru ( G) coincide, we can obtain no information about Ru ( G) from 
the root system. However, we have the following uniqueness theorem: Let G and 
G' be reductive algebraic groups with maximal tori T and T', and suppose we have 
an isomorphism X(T) - X(T') of abelian groups such that the root system of G is 
mapped isomorphically to that of G'. Then there is an isomorphism G' - G whose 
restriction to Tis an isomorphism T' - T inducing this map X(T) - X(T'). 

Finally, every reductive group is the homomorphic image with finite central kernel 
of T" x G1 x · · · x Gm - G, where the Gi are semisimple algebraic groups whose root 
systems are irreducible and whose weight lattices coincide with the abstract weight 
lattices. For example, the natural map T 1 x SL(n,K) - GL(n, K) has a cyclic kernel 
of order n. Furthermore, we know that the centre of ea.ch Gi is isomorphic ( as a group) 
to the fundamental group A/ Ar of its root system. 

1.4.8 Representations of reductive groups. Just as with Lie algebras, the weights 
of a representation of a reductive group G are permuted by the Weyl group and the 
multiplicities are preserved. Irreducible representations of G have a unique weight 
whose orthogonal projection in E (the real subspace of X(T) ®z R generated by the 
roots) is dominant, called the highest weight of the representation. For the case that 
char K = 0 one can use the theory of Lie algebras to show that all representations are 
semisimple and one can use Freudenthal's multiplicity formula and Weyl's dimension 
formula to obtain more precise information about dimensions and multiplicities. 

In characteristic p > 0 it is still true that irreducible modules are given by highest 
weights, but not all finite-dimensional representations are semisimple, and far less is 
known about the dimensions of irreducible modules given by a highest weight. All 
formulas and algorithms given in the sequel will hold generally for the characteris1.~c 
zero case, but only for a few situations in positive characteristic the outcome will be 
the same. For instance the highest weight of an irreducible module always occurs 
with multiplicity 1, so Weyl's dimension formula. remains valid for irreducible modules 
corresponding to minimal weights, as all weights of such a module lie in the \Veyl group 
orbit of the highest weight. 

1.4.9 Complex reductive groups. In this final section the relation between algebraic 
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groups over C and reductive complex Lie groups is indicated as in Serre [18]. An 
algebraic group over C always has a canonical structure of a complex Lie group ( any 
smooth algebraic variety over Chas an analytic structure). Conversely, every reductive 
complex Lie group G has a unique structure of an algebraic group over C that is 
compatible with its algebraic structure, and every homomorphism from G to the Lie 
group associated with an algebraic group over C is algebraic. This algebraic structure 
can be obtained by fixing a faithful representation G - GL( n, C) and verifying that 
the image is an algebraic subgroup. The algebraic structure on G can also be defined in 
a more intrinsic manner, by letting the Hopf-algebra of G be the algebra. of holomorphic 
functions on G whose translates generate a finite dimensional vector space over C, with 
comultiplication defined by the multiplication map G x G - G. 
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Chapter 2. The liE package 

In this chapter an overview is given of the liE package and in particular of those features 
of LiE that enable the user to do calculations with representations in terms of root 
systems and weights. Many examples are given of how liE can be used. When starting 
up liE the following message is printed: 

tiE version 1.1 created at Thu May 18 14:16:07 MET DST 1989 
Authors: Arjeh M. Cohen, Bert Lisser, Bart de Smit, Ron Som.meling 

type 1 ? 1 for information 
type '?functions' for a list of functions. 
> 

.-\11 commands for Li[ are given on a line following the Li[ -prompt ">", so in all exam
ples, the lines starting with ">" are entered by the user. 

It is not our intention to give a rigorous description of the liE language, and the 
use of variables and "for"-loops in the examples are supposed to be self-explanatory. 
See the liE manual (13] for more details on syntax and the programming language. 
The main objective here is to describe the kind of calculations that the user of liE can 
perform. In the next chapter some of the implemented algorithms are explained. 

2.1. Objects in Li[ 

The main objects of computation in LiE are integers, vectors, matrices, and groups. In 
this section the use and notation of each is briefly explained. 

2.1.1 Integer. Input notation: a string of digits possibly headed by a minus sign. An 
integer can have arbitrary length. 

Operations: + , -, * (multiplication), - (exponentiation), / (integral division: 
rounded of downwards), and i. (remainder of integral division: "mod"-operator). A 
simple factorisation procedure is included for convenience. Only prime factors small~r 
than 215 are found. Example: 

> a=3-50 - 2-50 
> a 
717897986565952681927625 
> factor(a) 
5-3 * 11 * 101 * 211 * 1201 * 20399203039801 
(Last factor need not be a prime) 
> 

2.1.2 Vector. All vector entries are integers , but in contrast with the "integer object" , 
the entries do not have arbitrary length. This option was chosen because of speed 
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and memory storage reasons, bearing in mind that most of the computations we are 
concerned with involve matrices a.nd vectors with relatively small integers. Since there 
is no overflow check in most of the algorithms involved, the user should always be aware 
of possible overflow. 

Input notation: [ followed by a row of integers, which are separated by commas, 
a.nd ending with ] . 

Operations: If v is a. vector a.nd i a.n integer, then the number v [i] is the i-th 
entry of v, and v-i is the vector that is obtained from v by leaving out the i-th entry. 
The length of a vector v is available as size ( v). Two vectors ca.n be pasted by the 
operator-. 

Example: 

> v• [21, -3, 0, 21, 1] > v-[1,2,3] 

> v[2] [ 21 -3 0 21 1 1 2 3 ] 
-3 > sort (v) 

> size(v) [ 21 21 1 0 -3 ] 

5 > -sort (-v) 
> v-2 [ -3 0 1 21 21 ] 
[ 21 0 21 1 ] > 

2.1.3 Matrix. All matrix entries are integers with the same restriction on the length 
of these integers as with vector entries. 

Input notation: [ followed by a row of vectors which are separated by commas, 
a.nd ending with ] . 

Operations: If a is a matrix a.nd i a.nd j are integers, then the vector a. [i] is the 
i-th row, a.nd a[i ,j] is the (i,j)-th element of the matrix a. The number of rows of a 
matrix m is available as ro'lsize (m). The operations mentioned for vectors all have the 
obvious meaning for matrices, when one thinks of a matrix as a ~ector of vectors". 

Beware of overflow! Example: 

> m•[[1,1], [0,1]] 
> m 

1 1 
0: 1 

> m[1] 

[ 1 1 ] 
> m[2] 
[ 0 1 ] 

> m[2,1] 
0 

20 

0 1 

> m-10000000000 

1 1410065408 I 
o 1 I 

> 



2.1.4 Group. As mentioned in the previous chapter, an isomorphism class of reductive 
complex Lie algebras is described by a type of root system and the dimension of its 
centre. Furthermore, a compact real Lie group or a reductive complex Lie group that 
is the product of a torus and a simply connected semisimple Lie group is characterized 
by the same information. Using the notation of the classification of root systems, a 

group in liE is defined to be a string of upper case letters followed by numbers subject 
to the following conditions. The letters are from { A, B, C, D, E, F, G, T}, and each letter is 
followed by a positive integer, with the conditions as in the classification of irreducible 
root systems (for instance, E can only be followed by 6, 7 or 8). The letter T stands for 
torus and the number following it for its dimension. In terms of Lie groups, the full 
string stands for the direct product of the simply connected simple Lie groups and tori 
of which it is built up. Example: A3T4B12A4T6A3E7 stands for the complex Lie group 

SL(4,C) x (C.)'1 x Spin(25,C) x SL(5,C) x (c·)6 x SL(4,C) x E1(C). 

Note: The actual group that LiE will work with is A3B12A4A3E7T10. In other words, 
the order of the factors does not change but for those containing part of the central 
torus. The full central torus is collected and listed at the end. 

If g is a group then g [O] is the toral component, and for every positive integer i 
less than or equal to the number of simple components of g, the i-th component of g is 
available as g [i]. The function diagram returns the Dynkin diagram of a group, with 
an enumeration of the simple roots. Example: 

> g=T3B6TSE8 

> g[O] 

T8 

> g 
B6E8T8 

> g[2] 

E8 

> diagram(g) 
0---□---□---0---0=>=0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

86 

a a 
I 
I 

a---0---0---0---0---0---0 
7 9 10 11 12 13 14 
E8 

8-dim central torus 
> 
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2.2. Root systems 

In this first section on the built in functions of LiE the main procedures for calculations 
with root systems are introduced. Recall that a. group in the sense of the previous 
section determines a. root system. For each root system a. basis of simple roots is fixed 
( this choice is unique up to an automorphism of the root system, i.e. an element of the 
Weyl group). 

2.2.1 Inner product. The inner product of the underlying euclidean space of a. root 
system cp defined by a. group g is determined uniquely up to multiplication by a. scalar. 
The function inprod ( vl, v2, g) returns the normalized inner product of two elements 
vl and v2 in the root lattice A represented as coordinate vectors with respect to the 
basis a 1 , ... , ar of simple roots, the normalisation being that of Bourbaki (see (l]). 
The function norm(v ,g) is just inprod(v, v ,g). 

The expression ( x, a) = 2( x, a)/ (a, a) with x E A and a E cp is always integral, 
and it does not depend upon the chosen normalisation of the inner product. The 
Cartan matrix ((ai,aj))i,i can be calculated by the function cartan(g). The same 
information can be inf erred from the Dynkin diagram, which is printed by the procedure 
diagram (g). Example: 

> m2 id(2) 
> m 

1 0 
0 1 

> for i 2 1 to 2 do print(norm(m[i] ,G2)) od 
2 

6 

> cartan(G2) 

2 -1 I 
-3 2 I 

> for i=1 to 2 do for j=1 to 2 do print(inprod(m[i],m[j],G2)) od od 
2 

-3 
-3 

6 

> 

The Cartan matrix expresses the simple roots in terms of the fundamental weights 
Ai as the Ai are defined by (Ai, ai) = bi,j• Thus the index of the root lattice in the 
weight lattice is the determinant of the Cartan matrix, and it is available in LiE as 
detcartan(g). Finally, icartan(g) returns the inverse matrix of the Cartan matrix, 
multiplied by detcartan (g) in order to clear the denominators of its coefficients. 
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2.2.2 Positive roots. Once a basis of simple roots is fixed, all roots in a root system 
can be written as a Z-linear sum of simple roots with either all coefficients non-negative 
(in which case the root is said to be positive) or all non-positive. The function pas
roots (g) returns a matrix whose rows are the positive roots of the root system of 
g expressed in coordinates with respect to the basis of simple roots. Consequently, 
the call posroots(g) •cartan(g) yields the positive roots with respect to the basis of 
fundamental weights. 

The functions lierank(g) and numproots (g) return the dimension of the under
lying euclidean space, and the number of positive roots, respectively. The function 
highroot (g) returns the unique largest root with respect to the partial order -< intro
duced in 1.1.1. Example: 

> posroots(A2G2) 

1 o o o I 
0 1 0 0 I 
1 1 0 0 I 
0 0 1 0 I 
0 0 0 1 I 
0 0 1 1 I 
0 0 2 1 I 
0 0 3 1 I 
0 0 3 2 I 

> highroot(G2) 

[ 3 2 ] 

> numproots(G2) 

6 

> 

2.2.3 Subsystems. A subsystem l{i of a root system 'P is a subset of roots that is 
a root system itself with respect to the inner product. We say that the subsystem is 
closed if for all x, y E IV with x + y E 'P we have x + y E '¥. For example, in the 
root system of type G 2 both the set of long roots and the set of short roots form a 
subsystem of type A 2 , but only the set of long roots forms a closed subsystem. 

Let a set of roots in the root system specified by a. group g be given as a. ma
trix r whose rows are interpreted as coordinate vectors with respect to the simple 
roots of g. The procedure fundam (r, g) then computes a base of the subsystem gen
erated by these roots (i.e. of the smallest subsystem containing them), and clo
sure Cr, g) finds a base of the generated closed subsystem. The group that is deter
mined by the subsystem whose simple roots are given as rowvectors of a matrix m 

can be recovered from m by the ca.Ircarftype(m,g). In particular, all positive roots 
in the subsystem generated by a given set of roots can be obtained by the call pas
roots ( cart type (fundam (r, g))) •fundam (r, g) and replacing fundam by closure we 
get the positive roots of the closed subsystem generated by r . 
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As an example we look at the subsystems of the root system of G 2 given by long 
and short roots respectively. 

> ma [ [3, 2] , [O, 1]] 
> fundam(m,G2) 

3 1 I 
I o 1 I 

> caclosure(m,G2) 
> C 

3 1 
0 1 

> carttype(c,G2) 
A2 

2.3. Weyl group 

> n:s[[2, 1], [1,0]] 
> fundam(n,G2) 
I 1 1 I 
I 1 o I 

> c 2 closure(n,G2) 
> C 

1 0 
0 1 

> carttype(c,G2) 
G2 

The elements of the Weyl group of a. root system can be represented in several ways. 
First of all, an element of the Weyl group is determined by its action on the root 
lattice or the weight lattice, so we can represent it as a. matrix of this linear action with 
respect to the simple roots or the fundamental weights. Alternatively, such an element 
can always be written as a composition of a. number of refiections in simple roots, called 
a. Weyl word. In the UE package the action of the Weyl group on roots and weights 
is always a right action, as they are represented by row vectors, and matrices operate 
from the right on row vectors. Denoting the refiection in the i-th simple root ai by r;, 
this means that the action of the Weyl group element r 1 r 2 is to first reflect in the first 
simple root, and then in the second. The presentation of the Weyl group in terms of 
the reflections ri is: 

where the mi,j E Z>o are define by 
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The order of the vVeyl group of the root system specified by a group g is available as 
worder(g). Example: 

> w=worder(E8012) 
> w 
683488446806753280000 
> factor(w) 
2-35 • 3-10 • 5-4 • 7-2 • 11 
> 

2.3.1 Weyl words. A weyl word for a group g is a vector of arbitrary length whose en
tries are positive integers not exceeding lierank(g). Every Weyl word for g represents 
an element in the vVeyl group; for instance [1. 2] stands for r 1 rz if the rank of g is at 
lea.st two. A Wey! word is said to be reduced if there is no \Veyl word of shorter length 
that represents the same element of the Weyl group. Not every element in the Weyl 
group has a unique reduced \Vey! word representing it, so there are different strategies 
possible to obtain a reduced \Veyl word from a given Weyl word. One such strategy is 
implemented in LiE : the procedure reduce(v ,g). The length size(reduce(v ,g)) of 
the reduced Weyl word is also available as length(v ,g). The function longword(g) 
returns the longest reduced \Veyl word of group g. Example: 

> reduce([1,2,3,2,2,3,2],03) 
[ 1 ] 
> length([1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,3,2,1],03) 

6 

> reduce([1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,3,2,1],D3) 
[231321] 
> longvord(D3) 
[121312] 
> 

2.3.2 Action on root lattice and weight lattice. The action on the root lattice 
of a Weyl group element given by a Weyl word vis given by the matrix weylmat(v ,g) 
on the simple roots. Conversely, the function wvord (m, g) returns a Wey! word whose 

·action is given by the matrix m with respect to the basis of fundamental weights, so 
the call 

wvord((icartan (g)•veylmat(v)•cartan(g))/detcartan(g)) 

should always retu: n a reduced word representing the same Weyl group element as v. 
The action of v on a given element r of the root lattice ( so r is a coordinate vector 
with respect to the simple roots) is given by wrtaction(r, v ,g) , and on an element 
w of the weight lattice by waction(w, v ,g). Obviously, vrtaction could be computed 
from waction using cartan. but they are both included in LiE for convenience of the 
user. For roots expressed as a linear combination v of simple roots, the function 
reflection(v ,g) returns the matrix of the reflection in the hyperplane perpendicular 
to this root. with respect to the basis of simple roots. Example: 
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> weylmat([1,2],G2) 
-1 -1 I 
3 2 I 

> reflection([1,0] ,G2)•reflection([0,1] ,G2) 
-1 -1 I 

3 2 I 

> wrtaction([l,3],[1,2] ,G2) 
[ 8 5 ] 
> icartan(G2)•veylmat([1,2],G2)•cartan(G2) 
I 2 -1 I 
I 3 -1 I 

> waction([1,1],[1,2],G2) 
[ 5 -2 ] 
> wvord([[2,-1],[3,-1]],G2) 
[ 1 2 ] 
> 
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In the current version of LiE (version 1.1), the answer of wvord is not checked with 
veylmat, so it is possible that wvord(m) returns a Weyl word even if the matrix m ::ioes 
not lie in the Weyl group. 

One of the main functions in UE which is used constantly in calculations with 
representations (see the next section) is the function vorbit(v,g) which generates a 
matrix whose rows form the entire orbit of the weight vector w under the action of the 
weylgroup. The function wrtorbi t is also available; it computes the orbit of a root 
vector. If one is only interested in the size of the orbit, the function vorbi tsize( v ,g) 
should be called, as it is much faster than rowsize('llorbit(v,g)). Example: 

> vorbit([1,1],G2) > vorbitsize([1,1] ,G2) 
4 -3 I 12 

-4 1 I > vrtorbit([1,1] ,G2) 
5 -3 I I -1 -1 I 

-5 2 I I -2 -1 I 
1" 1 I I 1 0 I 

-1 2 I I -1 0 I 
1 -2 I I 2 1 I 

-1 -1 I I 1 1 I 
5 -2 I 

-5 3 I > 
4 -1 I 

-4 3 I 
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2.3.3 Dominant weights. In the orbit of every weight there is a unique dominant 
weight. This dominant representative of the orbit of a weight vector t1 is available in 
LiE as dominant ( t1, g). The routine 'IIVord (;,, g) returns a Weyl group element that 
sends ;, to a dominant weight. Example: 

> dominant([1.-2],G2) 
[ 1 1 ] 

> '11Vord([1,-2] ,G2) 
[21212] 
> waction([1,-2] ,[2,1,2,1,2],G2) 
[ 1 1 ] 

> 

2.4. Representations 

As indicated in chapter 1, a representation of a semisimple Lie algebra, compact real 
Lie group, reductive complex Lie group or reductive algebraic group decomposes as a 
direct sum of irreducible representations, and these are in turn given by highest weights. 
In LiE an irreducible representation is represented by its highest weight, expressed as 
a coordinate vector with respect to the basis of fundamental weights. For instance, 
the function a.djoint(g) returns the highest weight of the adjoint representation of a 
simple group g. 

Not necessarily irreducible representations can be given by a matrix whose rows 
consist of a dominant weight and the multiplicity with which its associated highest 
weight module occurs. Such a matrix will be called a decomposition matrix. 

2.4.1 The weight system of an irreducible representation. A highest weight 
module V (i.e. irreducible representation) decomposes as a direct sum of weight spaces 
VA, where J\ ranges over all weights in the weight lattice. The )\ with VA # {O} 
constitute the weight system of V. 

The set of dominant weights of a highest weight module over a group g given by a 
weight t1 can be obtained in tiE as the rows of the matrix domweight s (;,, g). See 3.3.1 
for some remarks on the algorithm. The entire weight .system could be obtained by 
applying worbi t to each of the rows, as every Weyl group orbit contains exactly one 
dominant weight, and the weight system is closed under the Weyl group action. 

2.4.2 Multiplicities. The multiplicity of a weight )\ in a module V is defined as 
dim VA . As VA ~ V<7(A) for <7 E W, the Weyl group acts on the weight system of V 
preserving multiplicities , so if one wants to determine all multiplicities of the weights 
of V it suffices to generate the multiplicities of the dominant weights. This is done 
by the call mul (;,, g) in LiE , which gives a list of all dominant weights and their 
multiplicities of the irreducible module over the group g whose highest weight is given 
by the vector ;,. The call returns a matrix whose rows consist of a dominant weight 
followed by its multiplicity. If one is only interested in the multiplicity of the weight 
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v, the call mul ( w, v, g) should be invoked, which returns the multiplicity as an integer. 
The algorithm used in mul is a slight adaptation of Freudenthal's recursion formula; 
see the next chapter for more details. 

This is one of the points in LiE where the original decision to limit the length of 
integer entries in vectors and matrices to the standard length of an integer in C might 
cause overflow. Some attempt has been made to recognize overflow, and LiE then gives 
a multiplicity of -1. This will be improved in a future version of UE . Example: 

> mul([0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1] ,ES) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 16098 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 I 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 35188 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 980 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 15470 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 18 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 35045 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 15 I 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 74872 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 60 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 74490 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 154810 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 50 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 153627 
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 55 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 312791 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 175 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 619010 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 480 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 619598 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 45 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1202887 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 145 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 309211 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 470 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1200874 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1230 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2294793 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 154 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4308133 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1239 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7968800 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7965405 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3059 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 14533242 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 390 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2980 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 7145 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 6930 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 16110 > 

2.4.3 Dimension of a representation. The dimension of a highest weight module 
V of a group g given by a weight vector w is available in LiE as deg(w,g). It should be 
equal to the sum 

L mul(w, v, g) * worbitsize(v,g) 
V 

where the sum ranges over all dominant weights v of V and in fact this formula has been 
used to test the functions mul and deg, as they have been programmed independently 
(Freudenthal's recursion formula and Weyl's dimension formula, respectively). There 
is no trouble with overflow in deg: 
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> deg([0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1],E8) 
919045960000 
> deg([l,1,1,1,1,1,1,1],ES) 
1329227995784915872903807060280344576 
> deg([1,2,3,4,5,6,7],A2G2T3) 
i37655 
> 
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2.4.4 Reducible representations. There are two ways to represent a not necessarily 
irreducible representation of a group g: as a. decomposition matrix or as a multiplicity 
matrix. In this section two functions are defined in the UE language that can calculate 
the dimension of the represented module, and it is shown how the user can obtain a 
decomposition matrix from a. multiplicity matrix. This procedure is essential for the 
calculation of branch rules. 

A decomposition matrix gives the decomposition of a module V in irreducible 
submodules as follows: the rows of the decomposition matrix are dominant weights 
followed by an integer denoting the multiplicity in V of the highest weight module 
corresponding to this weight. In order to obtain the dimension of a. representation given 
by a decomposition matrix, one computes the dimension of every occurring irreducible 
representation, and adds these up with the correct multiplicities. Thus the dimension of 
a. module over g with decomposition matrix m is given by the function decma.tdeg (m, g) 
defined in UE as follows: 

> decmatdeg(ma.t m; grp g) 2 \ 

d=O; r=liera.nk(g); \ 
for i=l to rowsize(m) do\ 

d=d+m[i][r+l]•deg(m[i]-(r+l),g) od; \ 
d 

(This is a function definition in the UE language; the character "\" is necessary to 
break the line. The operator"-" in 1'm[i]-(r+1)" deletes the last entry of the vector 
m [i] .) 

A multiplicity matrix of a representation is a. matrix listing the dominant part of 
the weight system with multiplicities in the usual format: the rows consist of a dominant 
weight and an integer denoting the multiplicity of the weight in the representation. 
Consequently the dimension of a module specified by a multiplicity matrix is given by 
the function 

> mulmatdeg(mat m; grp g)=\ 
d=O; r=lierank(g); \ 
for i=1 to rowsize(m) do\ 

d=d+m[i] [r+l]•vorbitsize(m[i]-(r+l),g) od; \ 
d 

In order to obtain the multiplicity matrix of a module whose decomposition ma
trix is given. one should apply mul to each of the rows. Conversely, the procedure 
decomp (m, g) yields the decomposition matrix of the module with multiplicity matrix 
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m, or it gives the error message "not a module .. " if the supposed multiplicity matrix 
cannot be the multiplicity matrix of a. module over g. A less restrictive version of the 
algorithm used in decamp is vdecomp, which yields a so-called virtual module, i.e. a 
decomposition matrix with possibly negative multiplicities. Note that for a purely toral 
group the notions of decomposition and multiplicity matrix coincide. 

It is often convenient to have a canonical form for decomposition matrices and 
multiplicity matrices; for instance when one wants to know whether two decomposition 
matrices represent isomorphic modules. Such a canonical form can be calculated with 
the call redmulmat (m) ( abbreviation of reduce - multiplicity - matrix): it returns the 
matrix representing the same multiplicity matrix as m, but sorted according to the 
lexicographical ordering of rows on all but the last component, and having at most one 
row with specified entries in all but the last component. 

We finish this section with an example. The operation a. ·b merely puts the rows 
of the matrices a. and b together in one matrix. 

> a=mul([1,2] ,G2) 
> a > tm=redmulmat(a·b) 

1 2 1 > tm 
4 0 1 4 0 1 
2 1 2 3 0 3 
0 2 2 2 1 2 
3 0 3 2 0 207 
1 1 5 1 2 1 
2 0 7 1 1 105 
0 1 7 1 0 410 
1 0 10 0 2 2 
0 0 10 0 1 207 

0 0 410 
> deg([l,2] ,G2) 

86 > td•decomp(tm,G2) 
> b-mul([1,1] ,G2) > td 
> deg( [1, 1] ,G2) 1 2 1 

66 1 1 100 
> for i•1 to 5 do\ 

b[i,3]=100•b[i,3] od > mulmatdeg(tm,G2) 
> b 6686 
I 1 1 100 > decmatdeg(td,G2) 
I 2 0 200 6686 

I 0 1 200 > 
I 1 0 400 
I 0 0 400 
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2.5. Tensor products and branch rules 

A large part of LiE was writ ten to enable the user to manipulate with representations. 
For instance the decomposition matrix of the direct sum of two representations given as 
decomposition matrices ml and m2 can be obtained by the call addmul(m1,m2), \\hich 
just pastes the two matrices together and then finds the canonical form with redmulmat 
( so it is the same as redmulmat (ml ·m2) ). The computation of tensor products and 
branching rules is more involved however. The main procedures in LiE for handling 
tensor products and branch rules are introduced in this section. 

2.5.1 Tensor product. There are several calls in UE calculating tensor product de
compositions. First of all, the decomposition matrix of the tensor product of two 
modules over a simple group g given by either two highest weights (if the modules are 
irreducible) or by two decomposition matrices, is available in UE as tensor(m.1,m.2,g) . 
Secondly, the call tensor(m1 ,m2, v ,g) returns the multiplicity of the weight v in the 
tensor product . The algorithm used is Klimyk's formula (see section 3.3) . Finally the 
procedure ptensor(n,m,g) will return the decomposition matrix of then-th tensor 
power of the g-module specified by m, where m should either be a highest weight or a 
decomposition matrix. Example: 

> tensor([1,0],[0,1],G2) 
1 1 1 I 
2 o 1 I 
1 o 1 I 

> p•ptensor(3,[1,0] ,A2) 
> p 

3 0 1 
1 1 2 
0 0 1 

> tensor([[1,0,1]],p,A2) 
4 o 1 I 
2 1 3 I 
1 o 3 I 
o 2 2 I 

> ptensor(4,[1,0],A2) 
4 o 1 I 
2 1 3 I 
1 o 3 I 
o 2 2 I 

2.5.2 Symmetric and alternating powers. Symmetric and alternating tensor pow
ers of a. highest weight module over a simple group g specified by a vector ._ can be 
computed with symtensor (n, v ,g) and al ttensor(n, W', g) , where n is an integer in
dicating the tensor power. The calculation is done recursively by the formula 

symtensor(n, w, gt= E9 symtensor(n - k , w, g) 0 adams(k, w, g), 
k 

where the direct sum EB ranges over all k with 1 ~k~n. Here the Adams operation 
adams (k, w, g) returns the multiplicity matrix of the virtual module whose dominant 
weight decomposition matrix is obtained from the dominant weight multiplicity matrix 
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of.,., by multiplication by k of the weights (i.e., all entries but those in the last column). 
Changing the sign (i.e. the sign of the multiplicities) of the k-th summand for even k, 
we obtain the recursion formula for alternating powers. Example: 

> symtensor(2,[1,1] ,A2) > ptensor(2,[1,1],A2) 
2 2 1 I I 2 2 1 I 
1 1 1 I I 3 0 1 I 
0 0 1 I I 0 3 l I 

I l 1 2 I 
> alttensor(2,[1,1] ,A2) I 0 0 1 I 

3 o 1 I 
1 1 1 I > 
0 3 1 I 

c; I C 5, 2 ---::, /\ l. C /\ J 

2.5.3 Branching. Given a subgroup G1 of a. group G2 , every G2 -module V is by 
restriction of scalars a G1-module (this process is called branching). If we choose 
the maximal torus T1 of G1 in such a. way that it contains a maximal torus T2 of 
G2, then we obtain by restriction a. map r : A2 - A1 of the weight lattice A2 of 
G2 to the weight lattice A1 of G1 • Once this map is given by a. matrix with respect 
to the bases of fundamental weights the procedure branch in 1£ can calculate the 
decomposition of a. highest weight module over G2 into irreducible G1-modules. The 
call has 4 parameters: branch (w,g1,.m,g2) returns the decomposition matrix of the 
g1-module that is obtained from the irreducible g2-module with highest weight w, by 
the restriction of the weight lattice of g2 to that of gl given by the matrix m. The 
present implementation insists that g2 is a. simple group. Warning: UE does not check 
whether the given restriction matrix is indeed the matrix of restriction to a subgroup, 
so if this is not the case it may give answers that do not make sense or it may give 
curious error messages. Example: 

> branch([l,1] ,T2,id(2),A2) > m•[[1,1], [0,1]] 
0 0 2 I > b=branch([2,1],A2,m,G2) 

-1 -1 1 I > b 
I · 1 -2 1 I 3 2 1 I 
I -2 1 1 I 2 3 1 I 
I 2 -1 1 I 2 1 1 I 
I -1 2 1 I 1 2 1 I 
I 1 1 1 I 0 1 1 I 

1 0 1 I 

The form in which the subgroup needs to be specified in order to use the branch-call 
is not always readily available. For instance, if one identifies a subgroup by looking 
at a sub-diagram of the ( extended) Dynkin diagram, it is not always trivial to obtain 
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the correct restriction matrix. The two ways offered by LiE to obtain this matrix are 
treated next. 

2.5.4 Branching to fundamental subgroups. A matrix m whose rows are the 
simple roots of a. closed subsystem of the root system of a. simple group g determines a 
subgroup of type cart type (m, g) of g. The subgroups obtained in this way are said to 
be the fundamental subgroups of g. See Borel & De Siebenthal [2] for a. proof that all 
subgroups of maximal rank are fundamental subgroups, a.nd that the subsystem can be 
constructed by leaving out a vertex in the extended Dynkin diagram. Recall that such 
a matrix m can be obtained from the procedure closure, which computes the simple 
roots of the smallest closed subsystem that contains a given set of roots (see 2.2.3). 
Given the matrix m, the restriction matrix needed for the branch call is available as 
resmat (m ,g). For instance, one ca.n obtain the restriction matrix of the subgroup A 2 

of G 2 gi,. en by the long roots as follows: 

> c 2 closure([[O,l], [3,2]],G2) 
> C 

3 1 
0 1 

> carttype(c,G2) 
A2 

> m2 resmat(c,G2) 
> m 

1 0 
1 1 

> branch([0,3] ,A2,m,G2) 
3 3 1 I 
2 3 1 I 
3 2 1 I 
2 2 1 I 
1 3 1 I 
3 1 1 I 
1 2 1 I 
2 1 1 I 
o 3 1 I 

> 

2.5.5 The MAXSUB-file. The file "MAXSUB" that comes with the UE package is a. library 
containing for each simple group G of rank less than or equal to 8 a. list of maximal 
suogroups of smaller rank than G. This list was copied from [l}, pp. 260-262, a.nd it is 
believed to be complete ... In particular, it should contain all maximal non-fundamental 
subgroups for simple groups up to rank 8. After reading the file with the read com
mand, the list of subgroups of a simple group g of rank not exceeding 8 is printed by the 
call maxsub (g). The corresponding restriction matrix for branching is also available as 
resmat (g ,h, i) , for branching to the i-th subgroup in the list that is of type h. When 
the integer i is omitted it is taken to be 1. 

> read MAXSUB 
> maxsub(E7) 

A2 
Al 
Al 
A1F4 
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G2C3 
AlG2 
AlAl 

> b=resmat(E7,AlG2) 
> b 

2 2 0 
3 1 1 
4 2 1 
4 4 1 
5 4 0 
4 1 1 
1 0 1 

> branch([o.o,o,o,o,o,2],A1G2,b,E7) 
4 1 1 1 I 

> 

6 2 o 1 I 
2 o 2 1 I 
4 2 o 1 I 
2 1 1 1 I 
o 3 o 1 I 
4 o 1 1 I 
2 2 o 2 I 
4 1 o 1 I 
6 o o 1 I 
2 1 o 1 I 
o o 1 1 I 
o 1 o 1 I 
2 o o 1 I 

34 
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Chapter 3. Algorithms 

In this chapter some of the algorithms implemented in the UE software package are 
treated in detail, in particular those that are needed for the calculation of tensor prod
ucts and branch rules. We stress the underlying mathematical ideas, without reference 
to the actual C-code. 

3.1. Weight algorithms 

In this section the algorithms used in the calls domveights and mul are explained. 
All calculations take place in the dominant chamber of the weight system of a. given 
representation. 

3.1.1 The weight system. The algorithm used to calculate the dominant part of 
the weight system of a highest weight module is known as the Dynkin layer method 
(see Belinfante's article in [l]). It was published first in 1952 by E.B. Dynkin in the 
appendix of [7J. Roughly speaking, the procedure to determine all dominant weights 
is to start with the highest weight and then repeatedly subtract positive roots in order 
to obtain new dominant weights. A detailed description and proofs can be found in 
Moody & Patera (16}. 

3.1.2 Multiplicities. In order to compute the multiplicities of the dominant weights 
of a highest weight module, one can use Freudenthal's recursion formula, originally 
published in 1954 [SJ. Many adaptations of this formula exist with a. better performance 
on a computer: see Belinfante in [1 J for an overview of some of the first implementations. 

The implementation of Freudenthal's recursion formula in liE is similar to that of 
Krusemeyer [12J. Using the fact that the multiplicities of weights in the same Weyl 
group orbit are the same, the recursion formula as in Humphreys (10] ( see 1.2.5) can 
be written as follows: if the dominant representative of a weight w is denoted by d( w ), 
the multiplicity m" of the weight µ in the irreducible module of highest weight ,\ is 
given by 

where c" = (µ + 5, µ + 5) with 6 = ½ I:a>-O a ( the summation over "a >- O" being 
taken over all positive roots a). It follows that the calculation can be done keeping 
track of the multiplicities of dominant weights only. We know that m" is zero if u i ..\, 
and that m-\ = 1, so with this expression of mµ for µ ~ .,\ in terms of the m,,, with v 
dominant and µ ~ v j .,\, all multiplicities can be calculated recursively. There is a 
simple (and fast) algorithm for the computation of d(w) out of w, which is also used 
in the procedure dominant in UE ( again see Krusemeyer [121). 

More recently, .\'Ioody and Patera have published a version of Freudenthal's recur
sion formula that exploits the Weyl group symmetry even further using the following 
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observation: if two positive roots are conjugate under a Weyl group element leaving µ 
fixed, then their contributions to the right hand side of the above formula are equal. 
In [16] they show that for a suitable set { ( 1 , ... , (t} of positive representatives of the 
root system under the action of the group W"' = (W"', -1), where W"' is the stabilizer 
ofµ in the Weyl group, we have 

This formula was used in the book (5] with multiplicity tables by Bremner, Moody and 
Patera, but in tiE this has not (yet?) been implemented, as the current algorithm is 
not the slowest link in the procedures for tensor product decompositions and branch 
rules. 

3.2. Weyl group orbits 

The version of Freudenthal's recursion formula used in ti£ only involves dominant 
weights, but many calculations concerning representations use a. summation over the 
whole Weyl group orbit of dominant weights . . As the Weyl group can become very 
large, such a. summation can be very time consuming, and it is often impossible to 
store an entire orbit. In many cases, like in the case of a. summation over an orbit, it 
is not even necessary to store the entire orbit of a. weight, and the program should just 
run quickly through the orbit and perform a. particular task with each of the obtained 
weights. 

As the orbit of a weight over a non-simple group can be obtained easily from the 
orbits of its components corresponding to the simple components of the group, we will 
assume that the group is simple. 

3.2.1 Classical groups. A particularly easy case is the case that the group is of type 
An, because the Weyl group of An is isomorphic to the permutation group on n + 1 
letters. In fact, the root system can be embedded in then+ 1-dimensional euclidean 
space Rn+l in such a way that the Weyl group acts by permutations of the coordinates. 
It follows that after a. suitable linear transformation, the calculation of the Weyl group 
orbit can be done simply by generating all permutations of a. given finite sequence of 
integers. Using lexicographical order, it is not difficult to run through all elements of 
the orbit using very little memory. The other classical groups (Bn, Cn and Dn) can 
be dealt with in a similar manner, where the Weyl group operates by permutations of 
coordinates and certain sign changes (see e.g. Humphreys [10], pages 64-65). Again we 
can use a lexicographical order to generate the orbit weight by weight. 

3.2.2 Exceptional groups. There are only five finite groups to be dealt with, so in 
a. theoretical sense the problem can be solved in constant time (if a. basic arithmetical 
operation with integers takes constant time), but in practice these \Veyl groups are too 
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large to deal with using a naive algorithm_ For instance, the Weyl group of type G 2 has 
12 elements and for F 4 the Weyl group has 1152 elements, which is not a problem for 
most computers, even with an inefficient algorithm, but the vVeyl group of type E 8 has 
696729600 elements. Therefore our main concern is the Weyl group orbit calculation 
for type E 6 , Er and Es, but we deal with F 4 and G2 in the same manner. 

The algorithm for the classical simple groups uses the explicit description of the 
Weyl group as the group of permutations of coordinates and suitable sign changes. 
In order to use use similar methods for the calculation of Weyl group orbits for the 
exceptional groups (E6 , Er, Es, F4 and G2), detailed information on the structure of 
the Weyl groups is needed. The basic idea is to choose a large subgroup C of the Weyl 
group W that is isomorphic to a Weyl group of classical type and determine a complete 
set of left coset representatives 171 , ••• , 17 n of C in W. Suppose we want to generate the 
W-orbit of a weight w. First we apply a suitable linear transformation in order to let 
the group C act by permutations ( and possibly sign changes). Then we compute the set 
{ w 1 , .•• , Wm} of representatives of the C-orbits of ( w )o-1 , ••. , ( w )o-n that are minimal 
with respect to lexicographical order (here we use the notation of the right action of 
W on the weight lattice, like in LiE ). This means that m $ n = [W : C] vectors need 
to be stored. Like in the classical case, the C-orbits of the weights w1 , ••• , Wm can now 
be generated consecutively, and these are guaranteed to be disjoint. As W = U?: 1o-iC, 
this procedure will encounter each weight in the W-orbit of w exactly once. It remains 
to compute a large subgroup for each of the Weyl groups of type E ( and F 4 and G 2 ), 

and a set of left coset representatives that enables us to compute the set { w1, ... , Wt} 
in a convenient way. 

3.2.3 The Weyl group of E1 • By way of example, we will treat the Weyl group W of 
Er in more detail. The general procedure to find large classical subgroups is as follows: 
first write down the so-called extended Dynkin diagram. This is just the ordinary 
Dynkin diagram with one vertex added for minus the highest root and additional edges 
according to its inner product with the simple roots. For instance, the extended Dynkin 
diagram of Er looks like this: 

O••·••roo----co---~I~--~00----00----00 

The dotted line indicates the additional edge. It follows that the highest root is the 
first fundamental weight, and that it spans a root system of type A1 with the simple 
roots a 1 ,a3,a4,as,a6,a1. The index of the Weyl subgroup is 72 (as can be inferred 
from the call ~order(E7) /~order(A7) in UE ). 

Next a set of 72 left coset representatives for the Weyl group of A1 in the Weyl 
group of Er needs to be construct. As a first try, consider the Coxeter element t = 
r 1r2r3r4r 5r6r;, where ri is the reflection in the i-th simple root. The order oft is 
called the Coxeter number of Er, and it equals 18. It turns out that the 18 elements 
in the group (t) generated by t give rise to 18 distinct left cosets of the \.Yeyl group 
of .-!.; . Using the Cayley computer program for group theoretical calculations ..\.:v'l. 
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Cohen of the GWI in Amsterdam computed that for the element c = t-1r 5r3r4r 2 the 
set (t} {1, c, c2, cs} consisting of the 72 products of the form ti ci with i E {O, 1, 2, 5} and 
0 ~ j < 18 constitutes a full set of representatives. 

In 3.2.5 a Cayley program is included that was used to verify these results. The 
main step in the calculation involves the Todd Coxeter algorithm to construct the 
table of cosets, and to establish the action of the generators of the Wey! group of Er 
as permutations of these cosets. The other exceptional groups can be dealt with in a 
similar way. The results are stated below. 

3.2.4 The weyl groups of other exceptional types. The groups G 2 , F 4 , Es, and 
Es have subgroups of type A2 , B4 , Ds, and Ds, as can be inferred from the extended 
Dynkin diagrams (see Bourbaki (3]). For G 2 and F 4 the Coxeter element furnishes 
sufficiently many coset representatives, but for Es, and Es similar calculations as with 
Er are needed. For Es a. maximal classical subgroup is obtained by leaving out the 
first vertex in the Dynkin diagram, so that the diagram of 0 5 remains. The index of 
the vVeyl subgroup is 27, and the Coxeter number is 12. Denoting the Coxeter element 
by t, it turns out that the 36 elements (t} · {1, c, Jc} with c = r 2r4rsrs and J = r5r4r3 
will yield all 27 left cosets. In fact, the subset (t} • {Jc} may be replaced by (t4

} • {Jc} 
in order to obtain exactly 27 representatives. 

Finally, it can be inferred from the extended Dynkin diagram of Es that the Wey! 
group of E 8 has a. subgroup of type D 8 and its index is 135. The Coxeter element t has 
order 30 and t 15 = -1 lies in the Weyl group of 0 8, so we can find at most 15 cosets with 
(t}. Again it can be shown with a Cayley script that for S = {1, c, c2, c3 , c", cs, d, d3

, d4} 
with c = rsr6r 7rsr6r 3r 4r 5r 2r 4r 3r 1 and d = r7r 4r 3r 2r4rsr6r 1r3r4rsr2r4r3r1 the set (t)•S 
provides the necessary 9 * 15 = 135 left coset representatives. 

3.2.5 Coset Computations in Cayley. For those who are familiar with the Cayley 
language the code that is necessary to verify the claims is included below for Er. The 
cases Es and Es were tested with Cayley in the same way. 

In Cayley the Weyl group WE7 of type Er will be presented with generators and 
relations as in section 2.3, and the subgroup A is given by generators in terms of the 
generators of WES. In LiE a simple wvord-call gives a Weyl word for the reflection in the 
highest root: we first compute the matrix of the reflection with respect to the basis of 
simple roots, then we do a base change to the simple roots and call wvord. The result 
can be verified with weylmat. 

> r=retlection(highroot(E7),E7) 
> rv=(icartan(E7)•r•cartan(E7))/detcartan ~E7) 
> s=vvord(n,E7) 
> s 

[ 1 3 4 5 6 2 4 5 3 4 1 3 2 4 5 6 1 6 5 4 3 2 4 5 6 1 3 4 5 2 4 3 1 ] 
> i! weyl.mat(s,E7)==r then print("OK") !i 
OK 
> 

The next step in the Cayley program is the computation of a set of representatives of the 
right cosets of the subgroup by the Todd Coxeter algorithm, which also gives the index 
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of the subgroup ( and we already know this should be 72). Next, a homomorphism 
is constructed (in the sense of the Cayley language), which gives the representation 
of the whole group as a permutation group on the right cosets. The coset defined 
be the identity element is denoted by 1. Finally, the proposed set of representatives 
in enumerated ( note that they are the inverses of the elements given above, as we 
actually needed left cosets ), and it is computed how many cosets they put together. If 
the number printed at the end is the index of the subgroup, then we have a. full set of 
representatives. All these things are done in the following Cayley procedure: 

UBR.lllY E7; 
ve7: FREE(r1,r2,r3,r4,r5,r6,r7); 
ve7.R.EI..lTIOIS: r1·2=r2·2=r3·2=r4·2=rS·2=r6·2=r7-2=1, 

(r1-r2)·2=(r1•r4)·2=(r1•rs)·2=(r1•r6)·2=(r1•r7)·2=1, 
(r2-r3)·2=(r2•rs)·2=(r2•r6)-2=(r3•r6)·2=(r3•rS)·2=(r4•r6)· 2=1, 
(r2•r1)·2=(r3•r7)·2=(r4•r7)·2=1, 
(r1*T3)·3=(r2•r4)-3=(r3•r4)·3=(r4•rs)-3=(rS•r6)·3=1, 
(rS•r1)·2=(r6•r7)·3=1; 

s=r1•r3•r4•rS•r6•r2*T4•rS•r3*T4•rt•r3*T2•r4•rS-r6•r7•r6•rS•r4*r3•r2•r4-rS• 
r6•rt•r3•r4•rS•r2*T4•r3-rt; 

a=<s,r1,r3,r4,r5,r6,r7>; 
i,ct = TODD COIETER(ve7,a); 
PRIIT 'Index ot the subgroup:'; 
PRIIT i; 
phi,ill,k = COSACT HONOMOR.PHISM(ijE7,A); 
PRIIT 'Image ot the ijeyl group ot &7 in the permutation group on right coaeta:'; 
PRIIT ill; 

coxelt := r1•r2•r3•r4•r5•r6•r7; 
coxperm=phi(coxelt); 
coxeter=<coxperm>; 
PRIIT 'Subgroup C generated by the Coxeter element: '; 
PRIIT coxeter; 
c=r2•r4•r3•rS•coxelt; 
trans=[(IDEITITY OF ve7),c,c·2,c·s]; 
ptrans=phi(trans); 
PRIIT 'Set So! tour additional. elements:'; 
PRIIT ptrans; 

orb=[1]; 
FOil EACH x II ptrans DO 

FOil EACH y II coxeter DO 
orb= orb JOII [1·(x•y)]; 
EID; 
EID; 

PRIIT '!WIiber o! right cosets covered by SC:'; 
PRIIT order(orb); 

FIIISH; 
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The following Cayl~ session executes the above routine. Only the lines starting with 
">" are typed in by the user. The calculation was done on a VAX-11/780 at CWI in 
Amsterdam. 

Vll/UIII CAYLEY 

>set libtile='.'; 
>library e7; 

V3.5-1 

Index ot the subgroup: 
72 

29 Jun 89 19:39:32 STORAGE 1000000 

Image ot the Weyl group ot ET ill the permutation group on right cosets: 

GROUP IK 
GEIElUTORS 

(4,5)(6,14)(7,13)(8,21)(17,18)(19,22)(20,39)(23,27)(2S,37)(26,38)(29,42)(30,43) 
(41,44)(4S,50)(46,51)(49,58)(53,59)(54,61)(62,65)(66,69) 

(1,2)(7,8)(9,12)(13,21)(19,23)(22,27)(24,28)(25,29)(26,30) (32,35)(33,36)(37,42) 
(38,43)(41,46)(44,51)(48,52)(49,54)(56,57)(58,61)(71,72) 

(3,4)(7,12)(8,9)(14,15)(16,17)(19,24)(23,28)(25,36)(26,36)(29,32)(30,33)(39,40) 
(41,48)(46,52)(49,57)(50,60)(54,56)(59,64)(66,68)(69,70) 

(2,3)(6,7)(9,10)(13,14)(17,22)(18,19)(20,26)(28,31)(29,46)(33,34)(35,47)(38,39) 
(42,50)(46,53)(48,56)(51,59)(54,62)(57,63)(61,66)(70,71) 

(3,15)(4,14)(5,6)(10,11)(19,25)(22,37)(23,29)(24,35)(26,41)(27,42)(28.32) 
(30,46)(33,52)(36,48)(38,44)(43,51)(62,66)(63,67)(66,69)(68,70051 

(8,18)(7,19)(8,23)(9,28)(10,31)(12,24)(13,22)(14,17)(1S,18)(21,27)(41,49) 
(44,58)(48,54)(48,57)(S1,61)(52,56)(53,62)(58,63)(S9,66)(64,68) 

(18,40)(17,39)(18,20)(19,26)(22,38)(23,30)(24,36)(25,41)(27, 43)(28,33)(29,46) 
(31,34)(32,S2)(36,48)(37,44)(42,S1)(4S,53)(47,56)(SO,S9)(80,M061 

Subgroup C generated by the Coxeter element: 

GROUP COIETE rs .l SUBGROUP OF !M 

GEIERATORS: 
(1,40,58,32,7,43,57,66,71,72,60,21,36,S4,37,9,S,2)(3,39,49,69,46,64,27,48,62, 

70,50,8,4,20,16,44,28,6)(10,33,18,15,38,31,52,19,51,63,35,53,68,42,56,24,46,22) 
(11,34,55,25,59,23,14,26,61,67,47,12,30,17,41,6S,29,13) 

Set Sot tour additional elements: 
( !DEITITY, (1,26,19,7,5,3)(2,40,49,71,60,8)(4,38,63,69,42,10) 

(6,30,16,41,68,45)(9,43,58,50,48,17)(11,33,66,67,36,14)(12,34,22,56,61,32) 
(13,36,55,47,51,31)(15,20,62,25,64,23)(18,53)(21,39,28,59,57,37)(24,52)(27,44) 
(29,46,54,66,70,72), (1,19,5)(2,49,60)(3,26,7)(4,63,42)(6,16,68)(8,40,71) 
(9,58,48)(10,38,69)(11,65,35)(12,22,61)(13,56,51)(14,33,67)(15,62,64)(17,43,SO) 

-!O 
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each dominant weight in the weight system, and for every encountered weight )..' its 
contribution is added to the decomposition matrix under construction. It remains to 

define the contribution of a weight >.' of V. Let mv( )..') be the multiplicity of).. in V, 
and let er E W such that er(>.'+µ+ 8) is the dominant representative of the Weyl group 
orbit of >.' + µ + 8. There wil be no contribution of >.' if the weight w = er(>.'+µ+ 8) - 8 
is not dominant, but if it is, the weight w will be added with multiplicity e(cr)mv(>.'), 
where e( er ) is the sign ( i.e. the determinant) of er ( neither w nor e( er) depend upon the 
choice of the element er E W). 

Considerable effort was made to make the implementation of this algorithm in 
l.J"E efficient. For instance, a. suitable data structure was developed in order to insert 
the contributions quickly (instead of collecting them in one big matrix and applying 
redmulmat ). Of course the summation is done over the smallest of the two weight 
systems. 

3.3.2 Branching. As in 2.5.3 let G1 be a subgroup of a. group G2 with maximal tori 
T1 C T2 , and suppose that the restriction map ,\ 2 - i\ 1 of the weight lattice i\2 of 
G2 to the weight lattice i\ 1 of G1 is known. Furthermore let V be a. module over G2 

whose restriction to G 1 we want to decompose into irreducible G1 -modules. For x E T2 , 

,\ E i\2 and v E VA, we have xv= J\(x) · v, whence xv= (>.lrJ(x) · v for x E T1 C Tz. 
It follows that the weights of the G1-module V are just the restrictions of the weights 
of V as a Grmodule and that the multiplicity matrix of V over G1 can be obtained 
from the multiplicity matrix of Vas a Grmodule as follows: generate all weights of V 
over G2 (not just the dominant ones) with their multiplicities, and restrict them to T1 

(leaving multiplicities unchanged); then select the weights that a.re dominant for G1 . 

This is exactly what is done in LiE : mul is called, and the resulting multiplicity 
matrix is stored, then for each dominant weight the procedure to run through the orbit 
of that weight is called and for every weight obtained the restriction to T1 is calculated. 
If this restricted weight is dominant then it is inserted in the multiplicity matrix of the 
restricted module that is being constructed, and otherwise we go to the next weight 
in the orbit. Finally, the function decomp is called in order to get the decomposition 
matrix of the restricted module. . 

Of course this algorithm can be improved considerably if there is a. way to predict 
whether a weight of G2 will become dominant over G1 • For instance, for the branching 
from F 4 to B 4 we only need to generate 3 chambers in the weight system for F 4 in 
order to ·find all dominant induced weights of B 4 , and not 1152. So if a. user needs to do 
branchlng in a. specific situation where more is known about the relative position of the 
two Weyl groups, it is probably wise to write a special program for this purpose. The 
language of UE ( see the manual [131) provides a useful environment for the development 
of such programs. 
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(20,2S,23)(21,28,57)(29,54,70)(30,41,46)(31,36,47)(32,34,56)(37,39,59)(46, 66,72) 
, (1,3,5,7,19,26)(2,8,60,71,49,40)(4,10,42,69,63,38)(6,45,68,41,16,30) 
(9,17,48,50,58,43)(11,14,36,67,66,33)(12,32,61,56,22,34)(13,31,51,47,55,36) 
(15,23,64,25,62,20)(18,53)(21,37,57,59,28,39)(24 , 52)(27,44)(29,72,70,66 , 54,46)] 

lumber ot right cosets covered by SC: 
72 

>quit; 

DO OF RUI. 
24.850 SECOIDS, 999986 WORDS USED. 

3.3. Tensor products and branch rules 

In this section, the algorithms used in the functions tensor and bran.ch of UE are 
explained. The algorithms used work for all (simple) Lie groups. The main ingredient 
in both is the procedure to run through the Weyl group orbit of a. weight. There are 
more subtle algorithms with a. better performance that use Young ta.blea.u."C, but as yet 
they ha.ve not been made to comprise all simple Lie groups. There are plans to develop 
and implement new algorithms in LiE in the next few years. 

3.3.1 Klimyk's formula. Let V and W be two modules over a. group G. The tensor 
product V ® W of V and W is defined to be the tensor product of V and W as vector 
spaces, with the action g(x ® y) = g(x) ® g(y) for g E G, x E Vandy E W . Ha.ving 
fixed a. maximal torus T of G, it follows tha.t for weights ,\, µ E A of G, the action 
of T on the tensor product V.\ ® WI£ of weight spaces is given by the weight ,\ + µ. 
Therefore, the multiplicity matrix of V ® W can be computed as follows: for each 
weight ,\ of V andµ of ~V with multiplicities mv(,\) and mw(µ) add the weight,\+µ 
to the multiplicity matrix under construction with multiplicity mv(,\) *mw(µ) if A+µ 
is dominant. The decomposition matrix can then be found by calling the procedure 
decomp. Obviously, this algorithm can be improved by letting,\ run over the dominant 
weights of V only, and replacing,\+µ by the dominant representative d(,\ + µ) of its 
Weyl group orbit. But we still need a. summation over the Weyl group and a. decamp 
call this way. 

In order to apply a more efficient algorithm, first note that it suffices to find a 
procedure that computes the tensor product of two highest weight modules V and W , 
say given by weights ,\ and µ. The algorithm above involves two nested summations: 
over the dominant weights of Vandover all weights of W. We now give an algorithm 
of A. U. Klimyk that produces a. decomposition matrix directly ( see Humphreys [10] 
, p.142, exercise 9). The algorithm only uses one summation over all weights of one 
module. 

For each weight ,\ ' in the weight system of V , we will define its contribution to 
the decomposition matrix of the tensor product. The first step of the algorithm is to 
compute the dominant part of the weight system of V with multiplicities using the 
function mul. Then the procedure to run through the \.Veyl group orbit is called for 
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